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ARARA 2018 – Grand Junction, Colorado
By Donna Gillette and Monica Wadsworth-Seibel

T

ime to star making your plans to attend ARARA 2018,
in Grand Junction, Colorado. The conference will be
held at the Double Tree Inn, Grand Junction. The Double
Tree is located just a short distance from the airport, and
provides a facility that really meets our needs in every way.
The conference will be held June 1–4, 2018. Rooms for two
are $119, and include free parking and internet, along with
a refrigerator and microwave in each room. Reservations
for the event can be made by contacting the reservations
department at 970-241-8888, or through the hotel’s central
reservations number 800-222-8733. Be sure to identify
yourself by the Group name (ARARA) to receive our
special group rate.
Airlines serving the Grand Junction area are United,
American, and Delta.
If you have not been to Grand Junction, attending this
conference is a must—located in a beautiful valley at the
junction of the Colorado and Gunnison rivers. Enjoy a
dinner at one of Grand Junction’s many outdoor restaurants,
with their fabulous collection of outdoor art throughout
the downtown area 3–4 miles from the venue. The valley
is the location of numerous orchards and Colorado’s wine
country (plan a couple of extra days to explore!).
The Call for Papers is out. It is not necessary to be
an ARARA member to present, but you must be preregistered for the conference to present. Pre-registration for
the conference will be available on the web in early 2018.
The application deadline is March 1. Further information
is available at www.arara.org. If you have further questions,
they can be directed to Program Chair Anne Stoll,
araraprogram@rockart.us.
Local members of the Colorado Archaeological Society
(CAS) are providing assistance with the conference, led
by local team leader Doug Van Etten, with Jim Liewer
assisting the ARARA field trip committee. Trips will
include such sites as Canyon Pintado. Not only does it

contain hundreds of archaeological sites it is on the route
used by the Dominguez-Escalante expedition. We are also
close to the Sego Canyon site, arguably the best rock art site
in Utah with a combination of Ute, Fremont, and Barrier
Canyon panels. Sign-ups again this year will be through our
web site, and will require registration for the conference
before being able to sign up for specific field trips. Watch
the ARARA web site for updates on the offered field trips.
The conference will also feature workshops, guest speakers,
and our fabulous vendors room.
ARARA is focusing on students, and is offering special
assistance to those attending the conference. Student
presenters (paper or poster) registered in a college/
university-level related program will receive up to $500
to defray travel and accommodation costs, in addition
to complimentary registration for the conference, and
a banquet ticket. Students attending but not presenting

This year’s logo is adapted from the Grand Junction Chapter of
CAS. We thank Katherine Lopez for allowing us to incorporate her
rendition of petroglyphs from Grande Canyon into our conference logo.
...continued on page 10
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President’s Message

T

he ARARA Board met in early October at Arizona
State University’s Archaeological Research Institute
(ARI) in Tempe, Arizona. Tempe is centrally located for
the Board members’ travel and houses ARARA’s research
archives and library. ARARA’s historical records are kept at
the ARI, and the day before the Board meeting Scott Seibel,
Archives Committee Chair, and Board members Kevin
Conti, Karen Steelman, Jack Wedgwood, and I spent a good
many hours sorting and organizing those records.
A major discussion topic at our meeting was where to go
next with ARARA’s website. Last winter, the Board decided
on a trial use of Wild Apricot for conference registration
and field trip sign-ups for our Redmond conference last
June. Wild Apricot is web-based software designed for use
by associations and non-profits to manage membership,
websites, and events. The feedback we received about the
trial use was very positive. As a result, the Board decided to
continue using Wild Apricot for conference and field trip
registration, to move membership management to Wild
Apricot next, and then to transition the entire ARARA
website to the Wild Apricot environment by the time of
our conference in Grand Junction at the beginning of
June, 2018. Board Member Troy Scotter is overseeing
the transition with help from Jan Gorski, Membership
Coordinator, Ken Hedges, ARARA Webmaster, and Chris
Gralapp, Public Relations Committee Chair. Details about
how membership renewals will work in Wild Apricot will
be emailed directly to members, or sent via USPS for those
few without email, once the transfer of the membership
database has been successfully accomplished and
thoroughly tested. The Board hopes everyone jumps right
in and renews their membership (and tests our new system)
when the renewal period starts at the beginning of 2018.
Linea Sundstrom, Co-Chair of the Conservation
Committee, gave an extended report on current Committee
efforts at the Business Meeting in Redmond, Oregon, and a
lively discussion followed. Linea peruses the Federal Register
on a daily basis and responds to requests for comments on
land management proposals, environmental assessments,
and environmental impact statements on behalf of
ARARA. This is an enormous task and her dedicated
and consistent efforts further ARARA’s conservation and
preservation missions. But complementary action is needed
on an individual level. As individuals, members can write
their own responses, write and/or call their Congressional
representatives, and engage other organizations with goals
similar to ARARA’s in also responding and commenting.

Call for Papers for
ARARA 2018
By Anne Stoll

A

ttention all rock art researchers! The Call for Papers
for the 2018 ARARA Conference to be held in Grand
Junction, Colorado, has been officially issued. The Review
Committee and I are ready and eager for your submissions.
The submission deadline is March 1, 2018. Please use the
online application form at ARARA.org. and follow the
instructions there. You do not have to be an ARARA
member to present, but you must be pre-registered for the
conference. All papers and reports must be in standard
PowerPoint (.ppt or .pptx) format. Students, who receive
free meeting registration, are encouraged to submit (see
page 1). If you have any questions, please contact me at
araraprogram@rockart.us. See you in GJ!

Membership Renewal

A

RARA memberships expire on December 31;
therefore, it is almost time to renew your membership
for 2018. As described on page 10, first notices will be
distributed via email in January, and second notices via a
postcard. Members who prefer notifications via regular
mail will continue to receive them as such. Renewal is
scheduled to occur when our new website platform is viable
in January.
Annual fees are a mere $50 per family and $45 per
individual. Reflecting ARARA’s dedication to promoting
student involvement, the fee for a student is $35. All
membership categories and their corresponding fees are
charted on page 18, along with additional information
concerning ARARA Membership.

Plans are afoot to post information on issues needing
comment on ARARA’s Facebook page and the new website.
Mark your calendars for our next annual meeting, June
1–4, 2018, in Grand Junction, Colorado. Note that our 2018
meeting will again be held the weekend after Memorial
Day. The Board has received suggestions for holding the
conference at other times of the year; we are exploring
these ideas and will soon be soliciting your input. I’m always
happy to hear from you about any ARARA matter. I can be
reached at dianehamann@sunwatcher.net.
—Diane Hamann, President
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Nominees Being Accepted for Awards
By Troy Scotter

I

t is a good time to be thinking of people who or institutions
that deserve recognition for their support of rock art. Do
you want to recognize someone who has worked their butt
off for ARARA? Are you aware of another group that works
hard to protect rock art? Do you know a graduate student
who has done some wonderful research? We have awards
that should be given to these worthy people! Send your
submissions to me at Troy Scotter@gmail.com, and I will
make sure that they get to the right place for consideration.
The following is a list of our awards with a brief
description of each. Longer descriptions can be seen by
following the Awards link on www.arara.org.
The Klaus Wellman Memorial Award for Distinguished
Service in the Field of Rock Art Research: This award is for
distinguished service to ARARA and in the field of rock art
research, conservation, and education.
The Conservation and Preservation Award:
Consideration will be given to an individual, group,
organization, or agency that has taken a leadership role in
significantly contributing to protect or preserve a major
rock art site or series of sites from an identified and serious
destructive impact, or to cause legislative, educational,
administrative, or other action that significantly promotes
rock art conservation or protection.
The Frank & A.J. Bock Award for Extraordinary

Achievement: This award recognizes candidates with
extraordinary achievements over their lifetime in the fields
of rock art studies, documentation, education, conservation,
and outreach. This award differs from the Wellmann
Award in that it is a lifetime award that does not necessarily
recognize service to ARARA or need to be awarded to an
ARARA member. While similar to the Conservation and
Preservation Award, it goes farther by expanding the criteria
to include such items as education and public outreach.
The Castleton Award: This award is for excellence in an
original essay, video, or audio presentation in heretofore
unfunded rock art research.
The Oliver Rock Art Photography Award: This award
recognizes excellence in the art and science of photography
in the service of the study and appreciation of rock art.
The Education Award: This award recognizes the role of
education in the preservation, appreciation, and conservation
of rock images. Since children are a key component to the
future preservation of rock art images, individuals working
with children (K–12) should be considered, as well as college
and continuing education projects.
The Keepers of the Gate Award: The Keepers of the
Gate recognizes private landowners who have protected
rock art on their property or control and provide critical
access through their property.

ARARA Website and Membership Database Being Updated

A

t its October meeting, the ARARA Board approved
a transition of our website to a new platform. The
Website Committee and the Board have been contemplating
various alternatives to improving our website for several
years. The Board has decided to transition to a new service
provider called Wild Apricot. (Who came up with that
name?)
If you registered for the 2017 conference and field trips
in Oregon you experienced our first test of this new system.
The Wild Apricot (WA) platform provides us with a builtin Events management system that our current website
lacks and would be expensive to develop. We surveyed
conference attendees about this new system and received
very positive feedback (Figure 1).
So, what does all of this mean for you?
• All of the content on our current website will be
moved over to the new WA platform.
• We will keep our current www.arara.org web address.

• We will have new capabilities such as the Events
management system.
• The membership database is moving into the new
website.

...continued on page 10
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Mapping Rock Art Sites Using Drones
By Malcolm King
Editor’s Note: This article is an end result of a high school senior’s project. Malcolm graduated from a Sacramento, California, public
school in June 2017, and is currently filling his gap year with part-time employment as an archaeological field technician.

A

rchaeological survey has always been made difficult
by a central challenge: the process of map making.
For many decades, archaeologists have relied largely on
hand-drawn maps to show the details of a site and of the
surrounding landscape. This process, however, is very
time consuming and often ineffective. Maps that are hand
drawn must be extraordinarily well executed to convey
the necessary levels of detail and context. Sites containing
rock art are even more tricky to adequately render by hand
because their rock art features are often placed on vertical
surfaces such as cliffs, rim rock, or talus. Even the best
hand-drawn map of a rock art site often fails to fully convey
the site and its surroundings.
Thanks to modern technology, there is an elegant
solution to this challenging problem: aerial mapping of
rock art sites with small, unmanned, aerial vehicles. More

Figure 1. Smoke Creek Canyon,
Lassen County, California, view south
(all photographs by the author).

commonly referred to as drones, these aircraft come in
all sizes and types, including fixed-wing airplanes, as well
as multi-rotors. Drone technology has made enormous
advances in recent years, and many drones are now
available in complete packages requiring little to no prior
knowledge of the operation of model aircraft. Many of
these readily available aircraft, such as the DJI Phantom 4
multi-rotor, are equipped with extremely high-resolution
cameras, as well as GPS-based autopilot systems. When
drones are coupled with the process of photogrammetry, a
process by which many images of a site are interpolated into
a single 3D model, they become incredibly useful tools for
mapping rock art sites. Aerial photogrammetry allows for
the easy capture of complex topography such as that found
in Upper Smoke Creek Canyon, in northeastern California
(Figure 1). Clearly, the geographic complexities of this area
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Figure 2. The Bruff’s Rock site, view north.

Figure 3. The main Bruff’s Rock boulder,
originally sketched in 1849, view west.
...continued on next page
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Mapping Rock Art... continued from page 5
would make drawing a map by hand extremely difficult.
Photogrammetry via drone allows for the quick capture of
a huge number of images in a very large area. The resulting
images can be turned into a wide variety of useful products,
including topographic maps and interactive 3D models.
Because modern, commercially available drones are very
easy to operate even by inexperienced users, using them is
a very attractive solution to the challenge of mapping rock
art sites.
Upper Smoke Creek Canyon contains many thousands
of petroglyph panels, the best-known of which is the Bruff ’s
Rock site (Figure 2), containing the prominent boulder
first sketched by surveyor J. G. Bruff in 1849 (Figure 3).
On a recent trip to the site, a DJI Phantom 4 was flown
to create an interactive 3D model of the area and an
orthophoto. The drone was flown up to roughly 30 meters
altitude, the camera was faced directly downward at the
terrain, and a grid pattern over the site was slowly flown,

with an image captured roughly every two seconds. Due to
the relatively small size of this site, the aircraft was piloted
manually, although it is easy to install a program that will
fly the aircraft autonomously and capture images at regular
intervals. To aid the process of interpolating all of these
images into a single model, some images were also taken
all around the site at oblique angles. This produced around
150 images. During this flight, the conditions were perfect,
with a light breeze and cool temperatures. However, worse
conditions would not have been a problem, as the drone is
computer-stabilized and, therefore, incredibly resistant to
wind. The flight time required to capture these images was
roughly 20 minutes, comfortably within the approximately
30-minute maximum flight-time afforded by one charge of
the Phantom’s flight battery.
Agisoft Photoscan software was used to process the
images. This software interpolates the 3D position of each
individual image through analyzing the parallax in the

Figure 4. Orthophoto of the Bruff’s Rock site generated from multiple overhead drone-based photos, using Photoscan software.
The main Bruff’s Rock boulder is at center right. Resolution of the photo is about 1 centimeter per pixel.

La Pintura
overlap of the images. Once the camera positions have been
calculated, the software builds a dense point cloud from the
images, and then finally a 3D mesh. A mosaic of the images
is then draped over this mesh to create a photo-realistic
model. An orthophoto and elevation map suitable for use in
GIS software can also be produced, and overlain with GPS
or other mapping data. All told, the processing of these 150
images took about six hours of unsupervised computerprocessing time.
The results of the flight include an orthophoto with a
resolution of about 1 centimeter per pixel (Figure 4), as
well as an interactive 3D model of the site hosted on the
Sketchfab website, which is viewable in any web browser
(Figure 5; also see live model at https://goo.gl/WXJyM5).
This provides a fantastic way to give many people who may
never be able to personally visit the site a way to experience
it. Sketchfab allows annotations to be added to specific
locations within these 3D models, giving the viewer further
information on individual rock art panels, such as photos or
even links to more-detailed 3D models (Figure 6).
In conclusion, aerial photogrammetry offers a fantastic
solution to the problematic issue of creating maps of rock
art sites that provide adequate levels of detail and context.
Drones are readily commercially available, and modern
photo-processing software offers an easy way to produce
excellent maps and models of sites in great detail. This is
the future of map making.
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Figure 5. 3D model of the Bruff’s Rock site. Annotation markers are
visible. Live model is on Sketchfab: https://goo.gl/WXJyM5

Figure 6. Detail of 3D model of the Bruff’s Rock site, showing pop-up
annotation created on Sketchfab.

San Diego Rock Art 2017 Symposium,
42nd Annual and Still Going Strong
By Richard Braun

O

n November 4, 2017, the San Diego Rock Art
Association hosted Rock Art 2017, San Diego's 42nd
Annual Rock Art Symposium. The symposium was held
at the Educational Culture Complex in south San Diego,
California, which is part of the San Diego Community
College District. It drew a crowd of around 140. This year’s
symposium included 15 different presentations over the
course of a full day. A summary of the presentations is as
follows.
Ken Hedges and Steve Freers gave a presentation titled
“Rancho Guejito Pictographs–A Convergence of Ideas.”
This area in northern San Diego County is a remarkable
36-square-mile jewel with regard to archaeology and
ecology. A most impressive site is a significant pictograph
boulder first noted in 1960 by archaeologist Delbert True
and his long-time Luiseño friend, Henry Rodriguez. Hedges
and Freers reported their preliminary impressions of this

site. The most remarkable finding was that this pictograph
boulder contains elements of all three of the identified
rock painting styles in southern California: San Luis Rey,
Rancho Bernardo, and La Rumorosa. The presentation
offered a selection of their initial impressions and lays the
foundation for a radiocarbon-dating project in the near
future.
C. Dennis Christian presented a paper titled “San
Carlos: Exploring Relationships.” The bay, point, and mesa
at San Carlos were initially explored by the author 50 years
ago. Christian noted that recent recreational activities
have contributed to the erosion of the prehistoric sites,
making observations from the 1960s and 1970s all the
more valuable. This paper built upon his previous work
by exploring possible physical and cultural relationships
between these rock art areas.
Charles Bennett reviewed the benefits of using unmanned
...continued on page 14
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Rock Art Bookshelf
The White Shaman Mural: An Enduring Creation
Narrative in the Rock Art of the Lower Pecos
By Carolyn E. Boyd with contributions by Kim Cox, 2016,
University of Texas Press, Austin (203 pp., 128 color photos and
illustrations, 1 color painting inset), Hardback $65.00.
Reviewed by Evelyn Billo

L

a Pintura readers may have visited the White Shaman
Shelter near Comstock, Texas, on one of the many
tours offered during past ARARA conferences in Texas
or perhaps on tours offered by the Rock Art Foundation
for many years. The Witte Museum, current owner and
protector of the White Shaman Preserve, offers tours
every Saturday from September through May. I highly
recommend you visit the site in person and also read this
book which is a beautiful, skillful, and scholarly presentation
of amazing details and discoveries made during the author’s
25-year journey from “wonder to understanding” one of the
most impressive painted rock surfaces in North America.
Winner of the Society for American Archaeology 2017
Scholarly Book Award, The White Shaman Mural is
recommended reading for every serious rock art scholar
and enthusiast who desires to understand how interpreting
complex paintings relies on scientific method, detailed site
documentation, mapping, and much more.
Seven well-illustrated chapters, with copious notes (12
pages), weave the story and take the reader on a journey
from ancient codices through painted landscapes with
a primer on visual texts, Mesoamerican thoughts and
themes, structured hypotheses, and a wonderful immersion
into Huichol and Nahua mythology. The textual and visual
journey is supported via 128 carefully created figures
backed up with 15 pages of bibliographic references for
those who want to dig even deeper. I especially appreciate
Boyd’s full, color-accurate painting of the polychrome
mural included in the inside back cover pocket. It provided
a visual reference as I read which helped me locate minute
details being described that are necessary to understand
identifications and relationships to the mythologies that
are presented. The final chapter finishes with a concise
overview of the art of transcendence and sophistication
of the White Shaman Mural and the Lower Pecos artists
who created it. Boyd concludes, “Without the art they are
yet another little understood and little regarded Archaic
population eking out a meager existence as best they could.
But with the art, worlds change and wonder begins.”

Figure 1. The mode of travel for our site tour in 1987
(photograph by author).

I provide a few examples of the details and discoveries
made by the Shumla Archaeological Research and Education
Center team that were surprising and enlightening to me,
a many-time visitor to the rock art of the Lower Pecos.
My first journey to the White Shaman site was in 1987
when Amistad Reservoir archaeologist Joe Labadie gave
Robert (Bob) Mark and me a one-day tour to painted sites
accessible by boat (Figure 1).
I still recall the steep climb through the vegetation and
limestone to this painted shelter and staring in wonder at
the incredible imagery without a clue as to what it might
possibly mean. It did strike me as interrelated, but I assumed
discrete pieces were painted in many stages over time and
not as a composite mural. Rather than a casual bystander
to the Lower Pecos sites and their ongoing documentation
in the intervening 30 years, I have supported both the
Rock Art Foundation and Shumla in their preservation,
documentation, education, and protection efforts for
the region’s rock art. Even so, Boyd’s “startling” revelation
that this intricate visual text has a stratigraphy that was
planned, designed, and executed with a painting sequence
of black first, red next, then yellow, and finally white was
as astounding to me as it was to her when she first realized
it. Kudos go to the team for their use of state-of-the-art
technologies to document and prepare detailed analyses
such as Harris Matrix, computer renderings of the layers,
structural analysis, and much more, as described and
illustrated in Chapter 3. Little did we realize when Shumla
staff sent us some microscope images and asked us to
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Figure 2. The author in 1987, photographing the prominent caterpillar-like figure in White Shaman Cave.

indicate which color we thought was on top that we were
part of an early-on study of the data to independently
confirm what they were seeing but not yet believing.
Also stunning is the depth of intuition, research,
organization, and presentation of supporting material
in the remaining chapters that are focused on presenting
the abiding theses in Mesoamerican thought that
have distinctive parallels in the White Shaman Mural.
Understanding Chapter 4 as a primer may take some time,
especially if you are new to Mesoamerican mythologies,
codices, ideograms, concepts of time, or the duality of the
cosmos in oppositional pairs. The reader who sticks with
it will find the Huichol and Nahua polyvalent concepts of
creation, rituals, and primordial ancestors engaging. And,
the primer provides a basis to understand the hypothetical
meanings provided in Boyd’s informative tables of motif
analysis. These tables are paired with motif photographs
from the site, rendered annotated paintings, and supporting
pictures from Huichol yarn paintings or Codex depictions
for Nahua myths.
One example is the intriguing caterpillar-like figure that
dominates the right side of the shelter that faces to the
west and the setting sun (Figure 2). This motif XIV shown
is on page 150, Figure 6.51 labeled E009 in the drawing
(Figure 3) and a photo of the rock art taken by Bob back
in 1987, using film, of course (Figure 4). Hard to believe
only 21 slides were taken in the shelter and two of those

were of a live butterfly! How fitting since the caterpillarlike painting is woven in myth to a deity butterfly and
they play major roles in the enduring creation narrative of
the White Shaman Mural as based on both Huichol and
Nahua mythology. Table 6.14 contains the hypothetical
meanings of E009 that include a nocturnal deity associated
with psychotropic plants, perhaps a hawk moth caterpillar
as it has associations with the nocturnal deities Setting
Sun, Night Sun, and Evening Star, and lastly both cultures
associate hawk moth caterpillars with the west, rain, and the
entrance to the underworld. Some hawk moth relationships
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5, and in Chapter 6 we
learn of the relationship of the moon goddess Itzapalotl
(Obsidian Butterfly) who leads the Chichimecs out of the
primordial world, and who has also been identified as an
expression of the nocturnal hawk moth. A brief review
of this book cannot do justice to the interrelationships.
Boyd has presented evidence, and I agree, when she says,
“The parallels between creation narratives of the ancient
Nahua and contemporary Huichol are stunning. Although
the names of the actors are different, the basic story line is
virtually identical.”
When I asked Bob for his review of the book, he
laughed and said it would be much shorter than mine. He
recommends you “Buy it.” Do and you will be rewarded
with a fine example of clear and engaging rock art research
at its finest.
...continued on next page
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ARARA 2018... continued from page 1
will receive complimentary registration and a banquet
ticket. Watch the ARARA web site for a special student
information section, coming soon.
We are still looking for a few volunteers for the conference
committee, including help with the auction, field trips, and a
couple of other areas. If you would like to join the planning
group, please contact either of us, donna@dgillette.com or
wadsworth-seibel@cox.net.
Remember, ARARA is a volunteer organization— join
the team!
See you in Grand Junction!

Website... continued from page 3

Figure 3. Illustration of caterpillar-like figure
presented in The White Shaman Mural.

Figure 4. A 1987 photograph of the caterpillar-like figure
(photograph by Robert Mark).

...continued on page 16

We are in various states of transition to the new website.
Right now if you go to our web address, you won’t see
any changes to the current website as we work in the
background to prepare the new one. When we “go live” with
the new website, we will send everyone a note with detailed
instructions about how to find it and use it. Members with
email will receive this note via email. Those without email
will receive it via mail.
Our first priority is to transition the membership
database to WA. We have already moved all of our current
membership files over to WA and are testing the new
system to make sure it is working as we intend. We want
to make sure the new system is working for the January 1
renewal period. Under this new system your first renewal
notice will come via email, the second via postcard. The
Board also agreed to change when renewal notices go
out so that you won’t be notified until January, limiting
the workload of our membership coordinator during the
holiday season. We will still be able to accept credit card or
check payments. We know that there are a handful of you
who don’t use the internet at all. We will take care of you by
having you contact our membership coordinator directly to
maintain your membership. But we want everyone else to
use the new web-based renewal system.
Some features of the new website will be available only to
ARARA members. In order to determine your membership,
the new website will have a log-in protocol that needs an
email address and password. We have about 60 members
for whom we don’t have an email address on record. We
will be contacting you in the near future (perhaps even
before this article comes out) to see if you have an email.
We think you are going to enjoy having all of our current
content available to you with new capabilities that should
make the ARARA website even better.
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How Did That Get There?:
A Book Review from a DStretch Perspective
Reviewed by Jon Harman, DStretch@prodigy.net
La Rumorosa Rock Art Along the Border: A Survey of
Kumeyaay and Related Artwork in Southern California
Colorado River Corridor, Western Arizona and Baja
California
By Donald F. Liponi, photographs by Donald F. Liponi and
Daren Sefcik, Desert Trails Publishing (318 pp.) Available at
www.larumorosarockart.cm/the-book/, $22.50 plus shipping

T

his book contains photography by Don Liponi and
Daren Sefcik as well as many relevant articles on
Native Americans and the rock art of the region. It features
very colorful images of pictographs found near the Mexican
border south of San Diego. The colors in many of the
images are striking and generally the color reproduction is
outstanding in the book. The images can be very beautiful.
Many of the enhancements are credited to DStretch and
there is a short article on DStretch by Don Liponi in the
book. The focus in this review will be on the enhancements
that (according to Daren Sefcik) were all done by Don
Liponi. The book caught my attention since I am the creator
of DStretch. I have visited some (but by no means all) of
the sites in the book. It was natural that I would check the
DStretch enhancements in the book against what I could
produce using my own photographs.
The first images I looked at were from a site in Baja
California called El Vallecito. I know it well, having been
invited to photograph it in 2006 by Antonio Porcayo, the
INAH archaeologist from Mexicali in charge of the site.
The site is a very colorful one and is the type site for the La
Rumorosa rock art style (Hedges 2012:70). My photographs
of the colorful paintings there were instrumental in my
development of DStretch enhancements. I was shocked to
find that some of the images in the book had extra elements
that were not in my photographs or enhancements, yet clues
in the background rock showed that they were the same
pictographs. Not only were the colors in the book images
different from anything I could achieve using DStretch
alone, but the pictographs had extra or different elements.
It was not a case of just making the paintings clearer. My
initial reaction was that perhaps someone had embellished
the pictographs in the intervening years. I checked with
Porcayo and he denied that this could happen. El Vallecito
is an important site and is protected by a caretaker who
would not let this happen. As I checked other images
from the book I realized that many had been retouched by

digitally painting into the images. In some cases Liponi got
the results very wrong.
Cleaning up or retouching of rock art in documentation
or in the field is not new. In the first half of the twentieth
century both professionals and amateurs commonly
chalked rock art. They did this with good intentions
out of a desire to show others what was “really” there,
i.e., show their interpretation of the art. Often they got
it wrong and moreover the chalking caused permanent
damage to pictographs. Historically the presentation of
rock art images in scholarly books and journals has been
done via drawings. In the early days of DStretch (Harman
2005), I often found scholarly drawings that were shown
by the better visualization provided by DStretch to have
gotten it wrong. It has been a source of pride for me that
DStretch has provided researchers with a tool for the
better understanding and presentation of rock art. Many
researchers when making drawings for documentation
use DStretch for better visualization. Those who I know
personally have a very strong ethic that they try to get
the rock art right, without interpretation. This explains
my dismay at seeing DStretch mentioned prominently in
a book where the images are not faithful depictions of the
pictographs.
In the following figures I will detail some of the more
obvious misinterpretations in the book. I have not visited
all of the sites in the book, but of the sites that I have visited,
most of the images have been retouched.
Figure 1 shows the image that first caused my concern
from page 91 of the book. On the left is Liponi’s version, on
the right is my photograph enhanced using DStretch YDT.
Clues in the background rock show that these are the same
images. On the left the anthropomorph outline has been
touched up to make it more visible, but Liponi missed the
fingers in red on either side of the anthropomorph, see my
photo on right. They were added after the anthropomorph
was painted and overlap its left hand, perhaps confusing
Liponi. He added red dots to the hands and feet of the
anthropomorph that do not belong. He also connected the
two red dots on each side to the head. This may seem like
a minor point, but in three similar anthropomorphs in this
rockshelter they are not attached; i.e., this was intentional
by the original painter.
Figure 2 is another example from El Vallecito. On page
98 Liponi has added purple splotches to the heads of the
figures. He also added yellow to the larger figure. Finally, he
...continued on next page
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DStretch Perspective... continued from page 11
added faint legs and a tail to the larger figure.
Figure 3 is an example from a site called San Jose near
Tecate. It is on page 224 of the book. Liponi has touched up
the right arm of the large anthropomorph, the legs of the
small anthropomorphs and colored the “sword” red. He has
erased the fingers of the right hand to make a fist holding
the “sword.” See the close-up in Figure 4.
In this book Liponi has done the digital equivalent
of chalking, but thankfully there is no damage to the
pictographs. There is, however, damage to the rock art record.
If Liponi had called his images an artistic rendering based
on the rock art, I would have no problem with it. However,
there is no disclaimer in the book admitting that the images
were retouched. DStretch does not produce true colors and
I don’t object to changing the overall DStretch colors, but
I do object to the retouching and selectively changing the
color of a pictograph element without disclosure.
I have corresponded with Liponi via email. He denies
that he retouched the images. He says “I admit that I tried to
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make the images aesthetically pleasing and I fully disclosed
this in my DS piece at the end of the Introduction, but I had
no interest in changing or altering little details like fingers
and the like.”
I can find no such disclosure and as to the retouching I
think the images above are clear. My big problem is not that
sometimes he got it wrong; many others have done so in the
field of rock art. My problem is that he has touted DStretch
so prominently in the book, yet also did many things to the
image in addition to DStretch and he is not clear about that.
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Presented at Museum of Man Rock Art Conference
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Figure 1. Comparison of La Rumorosa page 91 (left) with DStretch YDT enhancement of my photo (right).
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Figure 2. Page 98 from La Rumorosa book on left, my photograph on right.

Figure 3. Page 224 from La Rumorosa book on left, DStretch YBK enhancement of my photo on left.

...continued on next page
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DStretch Perspective... continued from page 13

Figure 4. Close-up of Figure 3 showing changes to the hand of the anthropomorph. Book on left, YBK enhancement of my photo on right.

San Diego Rock Art... continued from page 7
aerial vehicles (UAVs) to obtain high-quality aerial images
of archaeological sites in his paper titled “UAVs: A New
Tool for Documenting Intaglios, Ground Figures, Cleared
Circles, and Other Archaeological Features.” The modern
quadcopter UAV is a relatively low-cost solution for
obtaining these images. The author discussed the recent
Begole Grant Project, which developed flight/photographic
protocols for documenting these images. Aerial photographs
of intaglios, ground figures, and cleared circles complexes in
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park were shown.
Bernard M. Jones and Christopher E. Drover presented
“Visual Prayer and Breath Bodies: Flower World Metaphor
in Pueblo III and IV Rock Art.” The authors’ thesis is
that Pueblo III and IV petroglyphs in Arizona's southern
Colorado Plateau relate to Flower World imagery as
outlined by Jane Hill in 1992. They suggest that many of
the Pueblo III and IV petroglyphs are symbols designed to
appease the spirits and act as prayers for spiritual assistance
to produce social and biological prosperity.
David Sucec gave a presentation titled “Holy Ghost in
Space: A Consideration of Form in Prehistoric Barrier
Canyon Style Rock Art.” The author provided an analysis
of the spatial dynamics of the Holy Ghost Group. This
grouping of figures is unique in that its masterful design
and “modern” spatial construction give the appearance
of visual depth in three dimensions. This was achieved

through the uncommon ¾-view of the main figure's head,
in addition to the non-incremental spacing of the figures.
Additionally, the non-incremental spacing suggests that
this depicts an event, rather than a spirit-world illustration
with incremental spacing.
Jon Harman presented “A Survey of Anthropomorphs at
El Vallecito, Baja California.” The El Vallecito site contains
rock art in the La Rumorosa style, the signature element
being the digitate anthropomorph. The author conducted
a survey of the anthropomorphs at five prominent shelters.
The pictographs have been damaged by natural elements
and graffiti; however, DStretch helps visualize the faded
images. The colorful and challenging pictographs presented
in these photos taken in 2006 also helped Harman develop
new DStretch enhancements.
Steven J. Waller gave a presentation titled “Iberian
Insights: Elusive Enigmatic Echoes, Ever Elsewhere.” The
author presented results from audio studies conducted in
the painted Cantabrian caves of Spain and at the engraved
Côa Valley boulders of Portugal. He discussed that virtual
sound sources from echoes can never be reached, similar
to the end of a rainbow and mirages, lending to the magical
nature of the phenomenon. The author also introduced
new terminology to describe sound phenomena at rock
art sites, including “anthropophonic” for human-sounding
vocal echoes and “zoophonic” for animal hoofbeat-sounding
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San Diego Rock Art... continued from page 14

percussive echoes. Audience members were then invited to
experience the elusive nature of echoes that disappear as
one nears the sound-reflecting surface, at an outside, live
demonstration.
John Michael Rafter presented “Coyote Hole Canyon
Surprises, Part Two.” This is the concluding half to a paper
he presented at this conference last year. The author showed
pictures of solar alignments and events he discovered at
Coyote Hole Canyon, near the community of Joshua Tree,
California. They included instances of milling slicks that he
interprets as being involved with solar alignments, as well
as a boulder shadow cast onto a sun-like rock art symbol
during the setting of the winter solstice sun.
Jeremy B. Freeman discussed “A Tale of Two
Management Plans: A Comparison of the Management
Strategy and Visitor-related Impacts to Rock Art Sites on
Non-NPS-Managed Sites with Three NPS-Managed Sites
within Joshua Tree National Park.” Joshua Tree National
Park staff conducted a study to collect conservation
management data at three study sites at Coyote Hole
and three study sites within the park that exhibit variable
degrees of accessibility, visitation, and histories of graffiti
remediation to examine visitor-related impacts on rock
art sites. The author presented his analysis of different
aspects of preservation and visitation from surveying two
less-frequented sites, two more-frequented sites, and two
mitigated sites from the differently managed areas.
Kirk A. Astroth gave a presentation titled “Painted Rocks
Petroglyph Site: Crossroads of Cultures.” This site contains
one of the densest concentrations of petroglyphs in the
American Southwest, with more than 3,800 petroglyphs
found on 428 boulders. Archaeology Southwest recently
conducted an extensive inventory of the site to collect
benchmark data on panels’ number, location, and condition.
The Rock Art Stability Index was applied to assess the
stability of the petroglyph boulders. Also, 3D digital models
were created to facilitate research, outreach, and curation.
Their findings and a 3D model were presented.
Aaron M. Wright presented “On the Origin and
Significance of the Petroglyphs at Taliesin West, Scottsdale,
Arizona.” In 1937 architect Frank Lloyd Wright build
Taliesin West, a winter retreat for him and his students, at
the foot of the McDowell Mountains. On discovering rock
art boulders on his property, he incorporated some of them
into his design. Upon review of the rock art at Taliesin West
and in the McDowell Mountains, they seemed to be an
assemblage of haphazard motifs. The author suggested that
this shows small task groups were adding to the random
collection of rock art figures during their travels through
the area.
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Richard L. Carrico gave a presentation titled “Engraved
in Clay: Indigenous Tile Art in Spanish Colonial San
Diego.” He noted that many people tend to have an “art for
art's sake” mentality that influences their interpretation
of Native American rock art. This presentation explored
“resistive” art that has been found in clay tiles in missions
built by Native American laborers. The author suggested
that Native Americans may have found some comfort in
seeing their Native American imagery in the missions.
Timothy Hoxha presented a paper and film titled “A
Sociological Analysis of Rock Art in Southern California as
a Form of Social Media Communication.” This paper drew
on sociological, media, and semiotic theories to uncover
the functional similarities between rock art in southern
California and contemporary social media systems. The
author suggested that rock art sites served as long-lasting
social media platforms to communicate information for
physical and cultural survival, and that rock art provided
cultural aspects of bonding and teaching.
Eve Ewing discussed “Great Mural Art as Processional
Art.” The author noted that a number of Baja California
Great Mural rock art sites from the Sierra de San
Francisco mountain range in northwestern Mexico have
strong processional themes that clearly dominate their
composition. Anthropomorphs with up-stretched arms
appear to guide processional animals upward and outward.
Natural rock formations and seasonal features, like stormrelated waterfalls, lend understanding to this phenomenon.
Examples from cuevas El Batequi, San Gregorio I, Pintada,
Serpiente, Mono Alto, Flechas, and El Enhambre de
Hipólito were shown.
Anne Stoll, with photos by George Stoll, presented “The
Allure of Brazil's Nordeste Rock Art Tradition.” The author
presented stunning pictures of the Nordeste rock art style
from Parque Nacional Serra da Capivara in Brazil. The
exuberant figures painted in red show very animated scenes
with playful undertones. Surprisingly, similar rock art in the
Nordeste tradition has been found at sites 425 miles east
of Serra da Capivara National Park. The search for some
explanation for the long reach of this stylistic tradition was
summarized, with examples of enhanced elements newly
added to the Nordeste repertoire.
Rock Art 2017 was a great success due to the quality
of the papers and presenters, the venue, the behind-thescenes organization, and the enthusiastic participants. The
43rd Symposium will take place Saturday, November 6,
2018. Those interested in this upcoming event should visit
www.sandiegorockart.org this coming summer for related
information as the event planning proceeds.
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Rock Art Bookshelf... continued from page 10
Relating to Rock Art in the Contemporary World:
Navigating Symbolism, Meaning and Significance
Liam M. Brady and Paul S. C. Taçon, editors, 2016, University
Press of Colorado, Boulder (390 pp., 24 color plates, 113 b/w
figures, 2 tables, an index), Hardback $90, Paperback $42,
ebook $34, 30-day ebook rental $17
Reviewed by Amy Gilreath

S

etting aside the introductory and the concluding chapters
jointly written by the editors, this publication consists
of 13 essays that consider rock art’s importance “in today’s
fast-paced and ever-changing digital world” (p. 4). Tapping
rock art scholars from around the globe, Brady and Taçon
challenged them to consider the “contemporary relevance
of rock art” (p. 11). The authors responded with chapters
that consider how today, in the twenty-first century, various
indigenous and non-indigenous groups (some that have
continually occupied their ancestors’ lands for millennia,
others that have been displaced or re-settled as recently as
the mid-1900s); federal, state, and local governments; the
cultural tourism industry; the general public; and some
rock art researchers find meaning in rock art. These essays
are the result of qualitative, not quantitative, research. Do
not look to this book for archaeologically laden analyses or
descriptions of rock art concentrations, styles, chronology,
and such: it includes no pie chart, histogram, or scatterplot;
the only two tables in it relate to grade-school and highschool textbooks in Argentina (honest).
Nine essays in particular give the book the international
breadth that the editors sought, and, for the most part, they
are case studies. These were my favorite essays, as I appreciate and enjoy the well-written historical contexts that the
authors present for the people and places considered. Namono presents a case study from Uganda where Iteso tour
guides interpret prehistoric rock art in the context of their
own ethnic identity; never mind that archaeology suggests
it is the work of Pygmy groups displaced a few centuries ago.
She cites Lowenthal in drawing a useful distinction between
history and heritage: “viewed as history, the past is a foreign
county; viewed as heritage, it is highly familiar” (Lowenthal
1998:139) (p. 19). Tan et al. detail how, in northeast Thailand, ancient rock art is protected by dint of its co-location
with more-recent religious shrines and communities’ longstanding, general regard for sacred landscapes and places,
not out of any regard for the rock art itself. In fact, Buddhist
monks who have continuously inhabited the area for 1000+

years were unaware of it. Eisenberg-Degen et al. consider
Bedouin markings on boulders in the Negev Desert, Israel,
that signal different clans’ use rights and delineate their respective territorial boundaries, often placing their marks on
or next to faint, ancient rock art from pastoralist predecessors unrelated, in a hereditary sense, to Bedouins. Smith
provides a fascinating review of the many ways that rock
art has been used or perceived in South Africa just within
the twentieth century, and by all manner of entities, but
most notably indigenous cultural groups, art historians, colonialists, commercial artists, and post-Apartheid national
government administrations. Domingo and Bea consider
the UNESCO World Heritage listed Rock Art of the Mediterranean Basin on the Iberian Peninsula, especially the
main perspectives that have been in play since about A.D.
1900, when common knowledge then attributing the rock
art to Moors was replaced by research revealing that much
of it dates back to ca. 7000 B.P. Domingo and Bea emphasize researchers’ responsibilities to help shape management
and conservation plans adopted by administrators, and ac-
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ceptable to landowners, heritage tourism business-owners,
and structural equivalents of our local Chambers of Commerce. Who other than archaeologists and curators have
acquired valuable expertise and experience with a range of
suitable protection, preservation, and promotion (tourism,
pubic interpretation) measures? One chapter each features
case studies from the American Southwest and the Upper
Great Lakes area overlaying the U.S./Canadian border:
Dongoske and Hays-Gilpin describe Zuni’s rightful claim
to concerns with U.S. federal land-management policies
in the Grand Canyon and its surrounding environs, since
tribal history unambiguously identifies this as their place
of origin. Norder and Zawadzka walk us through several
different management protocols that have resulted from
agency consultations with First Nations or Native American communities/individuals: one for the Jeffers Petroglyphs Historical (State) Park in Minnesota, another for the
Peterborough Petroglyphs or “Teaching Rocks” in southeast
Ontario, in addition to a few other well-known sites in the
upper Midwest/south-central Canada. If there is a unifying punch line, it reads something like: the end-product is
better for the general public (tourists) and for the resource
when First Nations and Native American groups are consulted early and with an open-minded, give-and-take spirit
intended by related legislation and guidelines. Two other
chapters are case studies from Australia. Brady and Bradley
”consider the social dynamics and process of the contemporary engagement with meaning and interpretation of rock
art” (p. 84) from their research with the Yanyuwa people of
southwest Gulf of Carpentaria, Northern Territory. They
conclude that rock art’s meaning for the Yanyuwa today “is
derived from the intimate and complex relationships involving people, country, spirits, and Dreaming” (p. 84). The
other is Cole’s study concerning the Aboriginal people of
the Quinkan region of Laura Basin, in southeast Cape York
Peninsula. She clearly articulates a complicated situation
in which “the principle of Indigenous ownership [of rock
art and other cultural heritage] co-exists with an array of
other laws, arrangements, tenures, and interests that affect
relationships with land” (p. 207), not to mention the many
stakeholders, the fact that this has been a rock art tourism
center since the 1970s, and that it is no longer remote, but
readily accessible via the Peninsula Development Road.
Of the four remaining essays, one by Fiore et al. reviews
textbooks to analyze how and what grade-school and highschool students in Argentina learn about rock art (spoiler
alert: the books’ contents are typically thin gruel and sometimes derogatory). Another, by Taçon, looks at three recently implemented, different approaches to further protection, to broadly disseminate research findings about
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the past, and to integrate non-academic, interested parties’
contemporary perspectives regarding rock art’s significance.
Each of the three examples reviewed has come to light in
the twenty-first century. They include the emergence in
the last 10 years of Rock Art Research Centres in Australia (RARC at Australian National University in Canberra,
under Sally K. May; CRAR+M at University of Western
Australia in Perth, under Jo McDonald; and PERAHU at
Griffith University, Gold Coast and Brisbane, under Paul
Taçon) along with a Getty Conservation Institute-sponsored workshop, and a high-profile national broadcast of
the documentary First Footprints. The second example is an
ambitious public awareness program by the Sarawak Museum, Malaysia, intended to cultivate rock art preservation
and awareness. The third example concerns Huashan rock
art in the Guangxi Province, China, that has considerable
provincial and national funding. The final two essays have a
decidedly art history slant: Taylor studies Australian bark
painting; Frederick’s essay begins by considering Australian
contact-period rock art, before turning to four examples
that demonstrate “some of the ways in which rock art…has
been mobilized by [twentieth century] Australian artists”
(p. 356).
A main objective of the editors was to provide a book
that is “interdisciplinary in nature and attractive to both
academics and the general public” (p. 11). They have met
this goal with ease. The essays are smart, well written, and
up-to-date in terms of twenty-first century theoretical and
practiced approaches to rock art studies, with results informed by meaningful dialogue between researchers and
indigenous people. Too, a tourist intending to enrich her/
his experience by visiting rock art sites would do well to
read relevant chapters in this book so that you might be
aware of the historic and the current cultural, academic,
and political dynamics in play.
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La Pintura Information/Submissions

La Pintura is the quarterly newsletter published by the American
Rock Art Research Association. Subscription to this publication
is a benefit of membership in ARARA. Members may choose to
have the newsletter delivered to an email address, or via regular
mail to a physical address or P.O. box. Back issues of La Pintura
are available electronically on the ARARA website, www.arara.
org. The current issue of the newsletter is posted to the website
approximately four weeks after distribution to members.
ARARA members love to read about your new rock art
discovery, recording project, or new idea for interpretation. For
that to happen, La Pintura needs you to submit articles on current
research or fieldwork. Doing so will make La Pintura a better
journal.
Editorial deadlines insure timely publication of each issue.
Deadlines for submissions are:
•
January 15 (February)
• April 15 (Conference Issue)
• July 15 (August)
• October 15 (November)

La Pintura is edited by Amy Gilreath. The editor extends an
open invitation to members to submit articles, news, letters to
the editor, book reviews, and other items of interest to ARARA
members.
All submitted material should be sent to Amy Gilreath,
ajgwinters@yahoo.com. If necessary, postal mail for the La
Pintura Editor may be sent to Amy Gilreath, 456 Russell St.,
Winters, CA 95694.
Letters to the Editor: No special format necessary.

News Items: Please provide pertinent information such as the
event, time, place, cost (if any), group or person in charge, who to
contact, address, and deadline.
Articles: Manuscripts of original research are welcome. They
should embrace sound principles of investigation and present
data in a clear and concise manner. Consult the ARARA Style
Guide at http://www.arara.org/documents/arara_style_guide.
pdf for proper formats for body copy, citations, and References
Cited. Articles are subject to editing for length. Include author(s)
name, title or profession, affiliation, city, state, and return e-mail
address. Since rock art is a visual medium, particular effort is spent
to present solid quality photographs, figures, and illustrations in
each issue. Your help is needed to achieve this goal. Line drawings
should be submitted as 1200 dpi bitmap .tif files. Photographs
(whether black-and-white or in color) should be submitted as
300 dpi or higher-quality .jpg files. The cumulative size of all files
attached to a single email may not exceed 25 MB; if they do, the
email will not be delivered. Please email ajgwinters@yahoo.com
to receive alternative email delivery instructions for file transfer
protocol instructions (ftp is easy).
Current Events: Current events and news of items of interest to
our members that need public notice prior to the next issue of La
Pintura should be submitted to Tania Ryan via email to araraonline@
googlegroups.com or tryan.arara@gmail.com for inclusion in
ARARA’s monthly electronic newsletter, ARARA Online.
Opinions expressed in signed articles are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily represent the views of the American Rock
Art Research Association.

ARARA Membership
For all Membership matters contact:
ARARA Membership
Jan Gorski
424 Spring Grove Ave.
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126-2274
araramembership@rockart.us
Common matters include new membership and renewals;
corrections or changes in membership information; change delivery
mode for La Pintura from regular mail to email (or vice versa); and
replacement of undelivered issues of La Pintura.
Membership in the American Rock Art Research Association
is open to all with an active interest in research, non-destructive
use, and preservation of rock art, regardless of their nationality or
country of residence.

Membership annual fees are:
Donor
$120.00
Family
$50.00
Individual
$45.00
Society/Institution
$60.00
Student*
$35.00
*Requires photocopy of current student ID.
**Foreign members, please add $10 (all countries).
Membership runs from January 1 through December 31 of each
year. The Association is concerned primarily with American rock
art, but membership is international in scope. Benefits include La
Pintura, one copy of American Indian Rock Art for the membership
year, reduced conference fees, and current news in the field of
rock art. More importantly, membership means a shared concern
for the ongoing conservation and preservation of one of the most
significant elements of our heritage.
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American Rock Art Research Association
Mission Statement: ARARA is a diverse community of members
with wide-ranging interests who are dedicated to rock art
preservation, research, and education in order to communicate to
a broad audience the significance of rock art as a non-renewable
resource of enduring cultural value and an important expression
of our shared cultural heritage.
About ARARA: ARARA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
dedicated to encourage and to advance research in the field of
rock art. Association members work for the protection and
preservation of rock art sites through cooperative action with
private landowners and appropriate state and federal agencies.
The Association strives to promote non-destructive utilization
of rock art for scientific, educational, and artistic purposes. This
is accomplished through a wide-ranging program to inform and
educate the members as well as the general pubic regarding the
rock art heritage of the United States as well as world-wide.
These goals are communicated through the quarterly newsletter,
La Pintura. Annual four-day conferences give both members and
others interested in rock art the opportunity to share professional
papers, presentations, and informal discussions.
Code of Ethics: ARARA subscribes to the following Code of
Ethics and enjoins its members, as a condition of membership, to
abide by the standards of conduct stated herein.
1. All local, state, and national antiquities laws will be strictly
adhered to by the membership of ARARA. Rock art research
shall be subject to appropriate regulations and property
access requirements.
2. All rock art recording shall be non-destructive with regard to
the rock art itself and the associated archaeological remains
which may be present. No artifacts shall be collected unless
the work is done as part of a legally constituted program of
archaeological survey or excavation.
3. No excavation shall be conducted unless the work is done as
part of a legally constituted excavation project. Removal of
soil shall not be undertaken for the sole purpose of exposing
subsurface rock art.
4. Potentially destructive recording and research procedures
shall be undertaken only after careful consideration of any
potential damage to the rock art sites.
5. Using the name of the American Rock Art Research
Association, the initials of ARARA, and/or the logos adopted
by the Association, and the identification of an individual as
a member of ARARA are allowed only in conjunction with
rock art projects undertaken in full accordance with accepted
professional archaeological standards. The name ARARA
may not be used for commercial purposes. While members
may use their affiliation with ARARA for identification
purposes, research projects may not be represented as having
the sponsorship of ARARA without express approval of the
Officers and Board.

The ARARA Code of Ethics, points 1 through 5, was adopted at
the annual business meeting on May 24, 1984. The Code of Ethics
was amended with the addition of the opening paragraph at the
annual business meeting, May 28, 1988.
Officers & Board: Email: ARARABoard@gmail.com
President: Diane Hamann, dianehamann@sunwatcher.net
Vice-President: Ann Brierty, imalaguna@aol.com
Secretary: Kendra Rodgers, kendra.rodgersmcgraw@hdrinc.com
Treasurer: Jack Wedgwood, arara.jack@gmail.com
Board Members:
-Kevin Conti, nativesonkc@yahoo.com
-Belinda Mollard, bmollard@yahoo.com
-Troy Scotter, troyscotter@gmail.com
-Karen Steelman, ksteelman@shumla.org

Additional Contacts and Information

Annual Meeting, 2018, Grand Junction, Colorado
-Local Arrangements, Doug Van Etten,
douglasvanetten@gmail.com
-Conference Coordinators, Donna Gillette,
donna@dgillette.com and Monica Wadsworth-Seibel,
wadsworth-seibel@cox.net/wadsworth@gatewaycc.edu
-Program Chair, Anne Stoll, araraprogram@rockart.us
ARARA Online e-Newsletter
ARARA has a monthly newsletter that is distributed via e-mail.
It is managed by Tania Ryan, araraonline@googlegroups.com.
Its purpose is to provide information about any late-breaking
conference updates, news affecting our rock art communities, and
issues of interest that may need quick attention. It is open to the
general public. To be added to the distribution list, send a request
to ARARABoard@gmail.com and provide your e-mail address.
ARARA on Facebook
ARARA maintains a social media presence that is open to the
public on Facebook. Join the 600+ individuals who “like” it.
Content for consideration should be submitted to Scott Seibel,
scottseibel@cox.net; alternatively, “like” the page, and “message”
it to the moderator .
ARARA’s Official Website: http://www.arara.org
Considerable information about our organization is provided at our
official website. Tabs of particular interest include Who We Are;
Contacts and Officers; Constitution and ByLaws; Management,
Protection, & Conservation; For Kids, Teens, & Teachers;
Awards; Membership; Newsletter & Publications; and Upcoming
Conference. Contact information is ararawebmaster@rockart.us.
All Other Correspondence:
The official mailing address for ARARA is: ARARA c/o Jack
Wedgwood, 1884 The Alameda, San Jose, CA 95126-1733.
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